
HARMONY HAPPENINGS
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 We had a program called Critter Visits bring farm animals last month. Seeing how
much everyone enjoyed the animals I decided to try the fostering duck program.
Having never done anything like this before in my life or career I was nervous. The
farmer brings an incubator and 18 fertilized duck eggs as well as a heater lamp
and a box for them once hatched. The eggs stay in the warm incubator for
approximately 26 days and then start hatching - hopefully. 
Luckily there were two very dedicated and passionate residents (Giselle and
Aubrey) who helped us care for the duck eggs, day and night. Watching and
waiting for 26 long days. They sprayed the eggs with water to keep the shells moist
and filled the bottom of the incubator with water every day. Then on day 26 we
started to see small cracks in the eggs called peeps, that was the duck using its one
and only tooth trying to make a whole to get out. Then we started to hear "peep"
from inside the shells!!! We were elated because we knew something was alive in
there after all! Then,  crack, push, squeeze, flop out. The ducks hatched. First there
was Charlie! Then there were 2, then 4, then 6, then 9! Their names are: Charlie,
George, Ringo, Paul, John, Winnie "the Pooh", Benji, Maize and Marble.  We had to
feed, clean and of course have our daily swim time which many of you enjoyed! I'd
like to sincerely thank Aubrey for his guidance and dedication and Giselle for her
passion and daily monitoring and loving those duckies. To all our other helpers,
and duck lovers - thank you! The ducks are now swimming at the farm!

The Resident Spotlight is on Giselle B. & Aubrey R., 
Honourary Duck Mom and Dad!

Aimee - Recreation Manager 
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The Harmony Hill ducks!
Here are all 9 ducks that hatched at Harmony Hill between August 26 - 30th. 

Aubrey who raised chicks before gave us guidance every day while they
developed in the egg. Day 26 - First one hatched! 

Then there were two. We had to make our brooder box so they can have
somewhere nice a warm to grow. 

Duck mom Giselle watched over them every day. Then there were four. 
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Then there were more. At last we had 9. Residents and staff alike loved watching
the duckies. We started swim time with this little pool but it wouldn't do for long!

We had to get a bigger pool! Everyday at swim time the circle was packed.
Everyone loved these ducks!
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Happy Birthday to all our August babies here at Harmony Hill! Here are just a couple. 

August Birthday Party

When we weren't on outbreak or looking after ducks we had a few other programs we
were able to do! Ashley and Danielle took around an Elvis cart and got all dressed up
and we went to Gallucci winery in Stouffville.  

More August Events
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We painted sail boats in art with Mary and made painted mugs with Ashley. The gardens
kept on looking fantastic thanks to our amazing Gardening Club!

More August Events

Just a couple more duck pictures cause they're just so darn cute!!! We had to get a
bigger cage as the ducks grew so fast. Joan L. with her son, granddaughter and duckie!



   

 

We had a challenging August with most of it being on outbreak but here's to

better days in September. We're celebrating apple picking month with outings

to Archibald's Winery, Algoma Orchards for their market and lunch, and an

apple dessert making demo with Chef Nelson! Our outings this month also

include watching the classic movie "Chitty, Chitty, Bang, Bang" at the Regent

Theatre and dinner at Avanti's, The Everly Brothers Show at the Regent,

Whitefeather farms, Ajax Casino, Port Perry Piano Cafe, a scenic drive and

Icecream, Farm Boy grocery and Panera Bread,  Lunch at The Courtyard,

Oshawa Mall and of course the usual Walmart and Shoppers Drugmart runs.  

Table Talk & Tea is a discussion group with a different topic each time as well

enjoy some tea, coffee and pastries. Our Parkinson's Support Group Lead by

Parkinson's Canada is meeting on the 12th at 7pm in the theatre. This is for

anyone impacted by Parkinson's. The Resident Town Hall meeting is on Friday,

September 9th at 2:30pm in the Theatre. We have a cheese and cracker

social with music from Brian G. to enjoy after the Town Hall! A group called

Mexico Amigo will come to perform on the 15th for Hispanic Heritage Month.

Come and enjoy a Margarita too! We will have a speaker on the 19th from the

Oshawa Museum sharing stories from history about displaced people and

immigrants who moved to Oshawa due to political, economic and social factors.

On the 20th Arthur Murray Dance Centre will be performing a variety of

dances from the Tango, Waltz, Fox Trot to the Salsa! You can dance too so bring

your dancing shoes. A new group for us called The Idle Frets will be here for the

monthly birthday party! I'd like to welcome Vicky as a new Art teacher.

Resident Vicky C. will be leading a Water Colour Workshop on the 29th.

REMEMBER you must sign up for programs with a * BUT only sign up if you

know you can go for sure as others are waiting for spots. 
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What's Happening in September 



   

Welcome to our new residents!

X

COUPON
We Fix You has a special discount for foot care day! You will
receive 50% off standard foot care services. We Fix You is
located on the first floor of Harmony Hill. ! Book Now! Valid for
one day only. September 17th, 9 to 4pm. Provided by a Registered
Foot Care Nurse. Book now at We-Fix-U 905-433-7675.
  

We are SO EXCITED to have our new residents! Thank you for choosing Harmony
Hill! New residents who moved in August and September Please join us at
our New Resident Orientation on Monday, September 12th at 3:45 in the
Theatre on the 2nd floor. Tea/Coffee and treats provided. Please RSVP to Aimee
#555.
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Welcome Elaine and Clem H and Glen M who all moved into the grove this
month! 

Effective September 1, the store will no longer
provide plastic bags. Canada is moving towards a
ban on one time use plastics, and we would like to
help move Harmony in this direction. This is just
one small step to help the environment. Please
bring your reusable bags!

Please do not put any items other than toilet paper
in toilets. Kermit doesn't like it! Even if the product
states they are “flushable”. They cause significant
blockages in our piping system. Thank you from our
maintenance and housekeeping teams and Kermit!



   

Sept 23 – 9:30-11:30 (Orchard)
Sept 26– 9:30-11:30 (Grove)
Sept 29– 9:30-11:30 (Forest)

Every year we complete fire safety training for all residents. It is important you
attend these so you know what steps to take if you hear fire alarm or have a
fire start in your suite. You will receive a notice closer to the date with specifics
but please mark these dates down in your calendar. Each training will be about
20 mins and we will go floor by floor. If you can not attend training at the
designated date, we will have a general make up training on Oct 4th at
11:00am

Please remember, if you are a resident with underground parking, you should
not be parking above ground at any time. These above ground spots are
designated for staff and visitors and as we get busier, we need to make sure
there are spots for as many people as possible. Remember to tell your friends,
family or care workers, that if there are no spots in the parking lot on property
that they may want to consider parking in the public park parking lot at the
south end of property or along the east side of Benson Street (3 hour
maximum, no overnight parking)

Thank you to everyone who completed the resident satisfaction survey. We
very much appreciate the constructive and positive feedback. Our team has
developed action plans on many of the items you have highlighted and would
like to review this with you. We have scheduled the following dates to share
this. Orchard/Grove – Sept 9th from 2:30-4:00pm (theatre). Forest – to be
announced (likely late September)

Effective Sept 1, residents, family, care providers or staff can LEAVE the
building through any door. Entry must still be through our one main door as
usual. If we find people are abusing this and entering through any door other
than the main one, we will be forced to return to previous status.
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Fire Safety Training and More...



   

A mere speck in the vast waters that separate Australia from Antarctica,
Macquarie Island was listed by UNESCO in 1997, as there was simply nowhere
else on earth like it.
Macquarie Island’s birdlife is also extraordinary, and the breeding populations
of penguins (including the endemic royal penguin), albatrosses, petrels and
prions are recognized as one of the greatest concentrations of seabirds in the
world.
However just like every other island on Earth, sailors during the 1800s brought
cats, rats, mice, and rabbits ashore which decimated the head-high endemic
vegetation and insect populations, causing knock-on effects that seriously
threatened to turn the island into a barren rock.
Melissa Houghton was brought ashore as a dog handler with her black lab
“Wags” as part of a AU$24.6 million effort by Tasmania and Australia to
eradicate the invasive mammals from the island launched in 2007.
She and Wags had the honor of locating the very last pest—an adult female
rabbit and her young, in 2014, and since then the island has rebounded
spectacularly.
Most of the birds that nest there are returning, and their poop is building
nutrients and mass in the soil again. No rodent has been seen since 2014.
Indeed, Macquarie is just one of 181 islands that have since 2000 eradicated
over 800 invasive species.
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Dog eradicates 300 invasive species so penguins can thrive again

This article has been paraphrased.
To read the whole article go to:
Goodnewsnetwork.org  and search
"penguins". UNESCO Natural
Heritage Site has been saved
from a rabbit and rat rampage,
and 8 years after being declared
free of invasives, the island is
looking like its old self again.


